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Color the bubble beside the best answer the questions below.

1. What was the purpose of the Jim Crow laws in the South?
   0 to help the freed slaves after Reconstruction
   0 to put restrictions on the freed slaves as enforcing segregation
   0 to give equal laws to both blacks and whites

2. Who was Jim Crow?
   0 an actor who painted his face black to put down and make fun of blacks
   0 an actor who characterized blacks as equal to whites
   0 a song about a man named Jim Crow

3. What types of laws were enforced to segregate whites and blacks?
   0 laws that only segregated schools
   0 laws that segregated nearly all facilities and events between blacks and whites
   0 laws that segregated certain facilities like bathrooms and water fountains

4. What was the Civil Rights Movement?
   0 where Africans Americans asked for civil rights
   0 where African Americans fought for equal rights in school
   0 where African Americans included protests, rallies, speeches, and organized events to bring an end to segregation among blacks and whites

5. Explain in your own words how the Jim Crow laws affected the Civil Rights Movement?

   They affected it by fighting for the rights